**HOUSING SELECTION 2021-2022**

**2s/3s Selection April 26th – 30th**

Housing Applications due by 9am April 26th  
Selection Times sent via PSU email by 9am & Proxies due by 11:59pm April 27th  
Selection Online/Proxy April 28th -30th

**2s/3s Selection: Doubles and Triples**, (with in-room bathrooms in Langdon Woods and Merrill Pace and with community bathrooms in Mary Lyon) **2-person 1-bedroom apartments, 3-person 2-bedroom apartments, Partial Groups and Individual students** who were unable to book a space during the singles and 4s phases.

**Online – Only groups that can fill a double/triple room/apt**

**Online**: Must be a roommate group of **continuing** students, with the **same undergraduate/graduate status who** are able to **fill** a room double/triple or 2/1, 3/2 apartment.

The group will choose a representative based on who is available at the appointed selection time. The **group rep. must assign all in the group** at the appointed selection time.

**Proxy – Individuals/Partial Groups/Various Statuses**

**Proxy**: If one (or more) roommate(s) is not a continuing PSU student (i.e. new or transfer- must be sophomore status or above), or if your roommate group consists of both graduate and undergraduate students. Individuals and Partial Groups (groups that cannot fill a room/apt) will also submit a proxy.

Only one member of a group should submit a proxy for the entire group by 11:59pm on April 27th.

**Finalize your application by choosing a meal plan and then click on the status page to be sure you are assigned as intended.**

For more information Residential Life at 535-2260, reslife@plymouth.edu